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I know it sound kinda romantic but this story is NOT on romance.(I swear I suck at titles) but don't worry
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1 - fighting again

TYSON! HOW DARE YOU TAKE A BREAK WITHOUT ASKING! GET THAT STUPID @$$ OVER
HEAR AND FINISH THE LAPS!

YEAH SURE, AFTER THAT DOES LITTLE MISS PRINCESS WANT HER SHOE POLISHED?&..

Ray max and Kenny sighed as they watched their two friends fly at each other throats. Under
normal circumstances they would be in between the two trying to pacify the two enraged teens,
but kai had practically driven into the ground with the day�s training so all they could do was sit
and watch as the fight went from bad to worse.

YOU KNOW YOU CAN BE SO STUPID SOMETIMES TYSON! DON�T YOU REALISE THAT YOU
HAVE TO TRAIN HARDER AS THE CHAMPIONSHIPS ARE COMING CLOSER?

YEAH RIGHT! I�M IN EXELLENT CONDITION AND BESIDES IT�S NONE OF YOUR BUSINESS!

JEEZ TYSON, I�M JUST TRYING TO HELP !

OH YEAH! WELL, THE BEST WAY YOU CAN HELP US IS BYPACKING YOU�RE BAGS AND
LEAVING RIGHT NOW! WE DON�T NEED YOU ANYWAY!

Suddenly everything went deathly quiet. Even the wind seemed to grow colder and start to blow
harder shaking the trees and rustling their leaves. Everyone was looking at hilary. You could see
she was holding back the salty tears threatening to spill any moment.

Hilary struggled as she tried to think of a suitable comeback. Finally with a quiet sob she turned
tail and fled from the dojo ignoring the pleading calls of her team mates.



 **********************************************************************

I know , I know. I bet you�ve read this start about a thousand times already. But hey! In my
opinion no ty/hil is complete without the dramatics. Oh, and by the way for all those who think
this is on romance, think again!

p.s: comments are very much welcome! Until I update again, see ya!



2 - scoldings

Rain pelted down outside the dojo, but no one felt the cold inside the dojo as they sat down for
dinner, even though a certain boy should have been shivering from the icy looks he was
receiving from his teammates.(excluding kai of course. He just standing by the wall, minding his
own business&.) Said blunette was currently stuffing his face with ramen, completely oblivious
to his friend�s glares.

� you know Tyson, you really shouldn�t have said that to her� Kenny ventured quietly after
sometime.

�ed ot�?� (Translation: said what)

� You know, telling her to leave like that�, ray replied shooting him a look rivaled only by kai.

�Hey! She was shouting at me too! And besides, its not like she took it seriously!�

�Yeah sure, that�s why she left without a word isn�t it.�

� That�s nothing. She�ll come back right as rain tomorrow, no need to worry�

Suddenly kai got of the wall and started walking towards the door.

� Even if she does come back after what you said to her, which I doubt, that doesn�t give you the
right to say those things to her. You�d better say sorry to her whether she shows up tomorrow or
not.�



� And if I don�t?�

Kai offered him a smirk before sliding the wooden panel shut.

� In that case I�ll personally make sure you do a 100 extra laps for an entire month.�

************************************************************************

thunder and lightening roared and flashed outside Tyson�s window to such an extent
even he couldn�t get to sleep, not to mention a certain brunette he had brutally insulted. Even if
Tyson wouldn�t admit it he felt guilty for saying those things to his friend, even though
he did feel that Hilary was more like a cheerleader than an asset to the team.

Suddenly there was a muffled thump that made Tyson bolt up from his sleeping posture on the
bed. Thieves, burglars?

� ouch! I told you to disparate taking your time but nooo you did it as fast as you could and see
where you ended up?�

�okay! Okay! I�m sorry!

A short sniff was heard.

�now will you get off me! I cant breathe!�

�sorry.�

Oooooh cliffy! Waddaya think? I don�t feel I ended it properly, but I wanted to make it a bit longer



than the last chap and I really felt like saving the surprise night visitor/s for later.

Comments are100% welcome!

See ya later!
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